Live blood cell video shows that blood flow, oxygen
use, hydration and health are greatly improved.*

BEFORE PRODOVITE®
a lot of cell aggregation where the red blood
cells have lost their negative charge

5 MINUTES AFTER 1 OZ. PRODOVITE®
loose free flowing blood cells where the red
blood cells have restored their negative charge

Prodovite® - An absolute one-of-a-kind
liquid multi-nutrient complex
Proprietary exclusive Prodosome® (SK713 SLP) nutrient
encapsulation technology promotes unprecedented rapidly
absorbed “Nutrition That Gets In®”. Scientific research shows
that the SK713 SLP technology promotes nutrient absorption
of a proprietary VMP3 multinutrient complex in 5 minutes
or less 100% of the time in 100% of the subjects tested. The
Prodosome technology does not rely on the competence of
compromised digestive systems to achieve absorption.**

“

”

A Proprietary Liquid System that
allows Premium Quality Nutrients
to positively affect the blood in
an astonishing FIVE MINUTES!

1. Great ingredients: “premium quality, patented,
trademarked, proprietary, branded and science-based
ingredients”. All produced in the USA.
2. Absorption capabilities: Nutrient absorption begins
in the mouth, more nutrients reach the small intestine
intact and are spread over a larger surface area for more
thorough uniform absorption resulting in greater health
benefits.
3. Mechanical predigestion process: Super advanced
“chewing” through wet milling (high-shear, tri-blender
jet compression particle processing - a mechanical
predigestion technology) helps improve solubility and
enhances Prodosome® technology!
4. Prodosome® technology: Exclusive customized 		
proprietary exclusive technology that uses enhanced 		
phospholipids spheres to encapsulate and deliver a range
of synergistic nutrients into the blood at the same time so
they all work together creating real energy.
5. EFIquence® technology: a natural proprietary solarevaporated trace mineral complex from a natural source
is mixed into the phospholipids to imprint a higher energy
frequency into the Prodosomes and dramatically increase
the beneficial effects of Prodovite®’s health enhancing
nutritional payload.

WADA

Prodovite®, Prodovite® Concentrate and Prodovite® Moments

Prodovite® has been tested and cleared for a wide
range of substances banned by WADA (World AntiDoping Agency). LGC (formerly HFL Sport Science)
is a World Class doping control laboratory with over
50 years of experience in drug surveillance in sport.
Prodovite® passed the test for not containing any of
the substances that appear on the
WADA prohibited list as well as lists from the NFL, NBA,
NCAA, MLB and NL.

** Downs BW, Kushner S, Aloisio T, Blum K. The effect of VMP35 supplement ingredients encapsulated in a novel Phospholipid Prodosome SK713 SLP nutrient
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

